COLUMBIA, Mo., Dec. 30—ANP—Expressing doubt that the state could establish a Negro university as complete as that for whites and saying that here is a chance for white students to “pioneer the nation out of the last frontier of racial prejudice and superstition,” the Missouri Student, the University of Missouri student newspaper, last week invited Lloyd Gaines to take his law course there in accordance with the recent supreme court decision.

The editorial, after stating that the question would have to be faced sooner or later, declared:

“Of immediate importance to students is the possibility of Gaines occupying a seat in a Missouri university classroom. The law students were convinced Monday that Gaines would be “treated like a dog” if he entered. Outspoken students said they would not sit by a Negro in class. Stronger voices announced they would leave school if Gaines were admitted. The logic of the latter statement is ridiculous. Where would they go? The supreme court decision holds for the nation, consequently, all southern schools will be forced to allow whites and Negroes to study in the same institution.

“In trig'ger discussion one caught the scent of Nazi anti-semitism, saw a race magnified in its role of an underdog. Lincoln university for Negroes. The ghetto for the Jew. For, wherein is there a basic difference?

“The South has come to reconcile the Yankee; the war that tore them apart gave the Negro equality. The question was settled 75 years ago; the consequences have been long in arriving. While the sting is sharp, it will wear off. The supreme court decision was inevitable. The university knew when it went beyond the state’s borders to uphold its tradition of racial segregation in education, that it had a slim 50 to 1 chance of winning. And now we have the decision.

“We who are students will have no say as to what will be done about the Negro attending school, but it is we who will go to school with him. Few will have the money to come, and those who do will come for advanced education, and for the most part will be a superior Negro.

“Our actions in accepting him will define our status as Americans. Our pilgrim, continental, Gettysburg tradition is freedom and racial equality for all. It is our cut to pioneer the nation out of this last frontier of racial prejudice and superstition.”